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PROFILE OF GRADUATES
Doctoral study program „Finance“ (field of study “8. Economics and Management”) builds on
the knowledge and skills acquired in the master degree by extending the theoretical base and
deepening the practical skills acquired by graduates of the master study program „Finance,
Banking and Investments“.
Graduates of the doctoral study program „Finance“ are supposed to be an economist with a
deep understanding of public finance, corporate finance, banking, financial markets and
international finance. He / she is expected to acquire knowledge and competences to
understand and employ quantitative and qualitative research methods in the field of study
“Economics and Management” with particular focus on taxation, public finance, business
finance, analysis and forecasting in finance as well as risks and uncertainties in finance, central
and commercial banking, financial markets and international finance. He / she builds
competences to formulate, assess, solve and verify the complex theoretical and practical
problems in “Finance” in various segments of the national economy. He / she is able to employ
new knowledge in original and creative way in education and economic and social spheres. He
/ she can participate in the development of concepts in economics with an emphasis on
finance, solving challenging research tasks and publish research results in scientific and
professional journals and in educational materials (i.e. textbooks).
Graduates of doctoral study program „Finance“ are particularly suited to positions requiring
deep theoretical background, practical experience and analytical skills in government
institutions, international institutions and private corporations of a global and regional nature,
universities and scientific research.
Graduates of doctoral field of study “8. Economics and Management“ are able:
 to creatively employ acquired knowledge, skills and competences in the praxis,
 to analyze and compare a wide variety of concept,
 to reveal new insights on theoretical and practical problems by employing convenient
analytical methods,
 to reveal and present original solutions to problems in theoretical research,
 to be familiar with new approaches used to solve problems empirical research.
Graduates of doctoral study program “Finance" acquire following skills:
 to understand principles and methods of scientific work,
 to acquire competencies of individual and creative research,
 to determine linkages of research to recent development in theory and praxis,
 to define research substances of theoretical and practical problems and convenient
methods for possible solutions,
 to understand legal and environmental aspects of the recent research,
 to understand ethical and social aspects of scientific work,
 to acquire principles of presentation of the research results,
 to acquire abilities to employ acquired knowledge, skills and competencies to expand
knowledge borders of the study program and to contribute to progressive
advancement of the society.
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